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Entrepreneurs face a problem 
when selecting a brand name 
because there are competing 
requirements of intellectual 
property law & marketing
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AGENDA

1. Introduction to Branding & Marketing
2. Trademarks considerations
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What is Marketing?
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Marketing Basics

● Marketing is about determining the value of your product or service and communicating 
that information to customers

● There are 4 main factors that influence purchasing decisions: 
○ Product - what are you selling?
○ Place - where will people buy your product?
○ Price - how much can you charge for your product?
○ Promotion - how will people find out about your product?

● How successful you are at these four elements will strongly influence your business' 
revenues

● Marketing is not a stand alone activity. It is integrated with many other functions of your 
business
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Visual Branding

● There are many ways to differentiate your brand, one way is by using logos  
● Logos should be IMMEDIATELY recognizable, inspire a feeling of trust, loyalty, 

superiority and whatever brand feeling you want to convey
● Characteristics of a great logo:

○ Simple and recognizable 
○ Scalable - will still look good no matter the size
○ Memorable and distinctive - capture attention and leave an impression
○ Versatile - should look equally good on digital and print media
○ Relevant - should be harmonious with the industry you're in
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What Is Branding & Why Is It 
Important?
First , what is a brand?

● A brand refers to the perception customers have about that product or service 

What should a brand do?

● Clearly deliver a message
● Confirm the brand's credibility in the marketplace
● Emotionally connect target prospects with a product or service
● Motivate the buyer to make a purchase
● Create user loyalty

It's important to spend time researching, defining and building your brand
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Branding Strategies
● Branding strategies are the action plans that organizations use to differentiate their 

products, services, and identities from their competitors
● It is important to have a branding strategy to be able to focus on your goals 

There are different types of branding strategies. 

We will discuss four strategies with you.
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Types of Branding Strategies
1. Name Brand Recognition

A well-established company will often use the weight of its own name brand to extend to its products. Can 
be recognized by its logo, slogan, or colors. Ex: Starbucks, Apple

2. Individual Brand

Giving each product its own unique brand name that can be easily recognized. Ex: Unilever - Dove, Axe, 
Lipton
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Types of Branding Strategies
3. ‘No-brand’ Branding

 A brand that competes with well-established brands. Aims to save consumers money. This strategy tends 
to have ‘no logo’. Ex: No Frills - No Name , Muji - “no label”

4. Attitude Branding

 Involves marketing a ‘feeling’ that's associated in the minds of your consumers related to your brand. 
Contributes to the consumer’s self-expression and personal identity. Ex: Nike - linked with healthy and 
athletic lifestyle . “Just do it” mentality. 
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Developing a Strong Brand Story
Brand story is important to build trust and relationships with the consumer. Human brain 
responds to stories, encouraging them to feel and experience connection. The story should be 
simple but engaging. 

1. Summarize the problem- what challenge are you tackling? This sets the scene for your 
audience

2. Focus on the why- why did you tackle this challenge? Customers want something to relate 
to, appeal to their emotions

3. Be a guide, not a hero- you are there to assist your customers 
4. Keep it simple- All your potential customers care about is how you’re going to help them. 

Focus on your product’s benefits and how you can help customers. Keep the message 
simple and provide the answers people need in an easy-to-understand way

Your story will build the foundation of trust, but only a customer’s personal experience will turn 
and stick that trust into something that lasts 11



Common Challenges of Building a 
Brand Story
Startups often get stuck building their brand story. Often it’s because:

1. They do not define the problem clearly- either define it too broadly or tell to many details 
2. They focus on themselves (the me)- avoid focusing on why the company is so great. The 

focus is the customer 
3. They a lack a linear thinking- ensure that your main message does not jump around. 

Your story should follow some type of linear narrative

Ways to overcome these challenges: 

1. Think of a few major main points that will affect your customer 
2. Narrow down how you can help your customers
3. Employ more linear thinking. Step back and look at the bigger picture. Does your story 

follow a smooth flow?
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Building a strong brand includes protecting any marks that distinguish 
your business from others in the marketplace

This is where your trademark comes into play
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Brand Value

Kellogg’s purchased Pringles brand from Proctor & 
Gamble for $2.7 billion USD

● A strong brand can increase the value of a company
● This is important when considering selling the 

company
● Strong brand equity = $$$
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Droid eGO: 
A Cautionary Tale
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Three Considerations

1. Picking your trademark
2. Finding out if that trademark is okay to use
3. Registering that trademark
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What is a Trademark?
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A trademark is a unique symbol 
or word that is used to represent a 

business or a product. 
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Types of Trademarks
Word Mark

● Words, letters, numbers, slogans, or any 
combination of these in any language 

Logo 

● Design, emblem, badge or symbol 
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Types of Trademarks
Colour

● Sometimes, you can identify a brand based 
on colour alone

● The Canadian Intellectual Property Office 
outlines how to “describe the colour”

Sound mark

● This includes sounds or jingles 
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Distinguishing Guise

● Protects the reputation in the overall appearance of a product 
● Important brand considerations:

○ Packaging is the last chance to say “buy me” to the consumer
○ Labelling can also help market the product 

● Visual representations of services such as a distinctive design set-up of a store is covered
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Picking a Strong Trademark 
● A strong marks does NOT provide information about the character or quality of goods

○ Coined terms → strongest
○ Generic terms → weakest

● A strong mark will: 
○ Help build brand recognition
○ Lower the likelihood the public will associate your mark 

with that of a competitor 
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● Names and surnames
● Clearly descriptive marks
● Deceptively misdescriptive marks
● Words that represent a geographical location commonly known to be the place of origin of 

a particular good

Weak Trademarks
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What Cannot Be Registered?
Certain marks are prohibited

● For example:
○ National and international marks 
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Confusion 
● Avoid a confusing trademark because:

○ It dilutes your message
○ Can lead to lawsuits

● For example: Blizzard Entertainment was in 
a trademark dispute with Major League 
Baseball over this logo
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Confusion
● Ask yourself:

○ By using this logo or branding, are 
you riding on the reputation of 
another company?

○ Would your customers be confused 
into thinking your product is that of 
another company’s product?
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Protecting Your Trademark
● If you do not stop others from using your trademark, you risk losing it
● Continuous use of a trademark in association with your business, product, or service is 

required
● The best way to protect your trademark is through registration
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Why Register?
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A registered trademark can help protect your brand:

1. A registered trademark speaks to ownership
2. Provides exclusive rights across Canada for an initial 

term of 15 years (renewable indefinitely)
3. Stops others from using the same, or a similar mark
4. Helps license trademark
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Droid eGO
Risks in attempting to register Droid eGo:

● Lose filing fee & pay significant lawyers’ fees
● Not being permitted to register because they were infringing “Android” mark which was 

owned by Google
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Using ™ and ® Symbols
● Canada: 

○ No legal significance of using ™ or ®
○ BUT: ™ tends to represent unregistered marks while ® represents registered marks

● USA
○ ® carries legal significance
○ ™ carries no legal significance and can be used by unregistered or registered mark 

holders
○ An unregistered mark using ® in America can be liable for false advertisement
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We have mentioned 
registration, so we will end with 

how to begin this process of 
registering your trademark
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Conducting a Search

Registered Trademarks
● Canadian Trademarks Database:

○ https://www.ic.gc.ca/app/opic-cipo/trdmrks/srch/home

Unregistered Trademarks
● Unregistered trademarks don’t show up in a trademark search

○ So you may have to search the web and see what comes up
● Queen’s University has a helpful searching guide:

○ https://guides.library.queensu.ca/trademarks/trademark-common-law
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With the right strategy, these 
competing requirements of 

trademarks & marketing can go 
hand in hand
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